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Benders De omposition is a form of hybridisation that allows linear programming to be ombined with other kinds of algorithms.
It extra ts new onstraints for one subproblem from the dual values of
the other subproblem. This paper des ribes an implementation of Benders De omposition, in the ECLiPSe language, that enables it to be used
within a onstraint programming framework. The programmer is spared
from having to write down the dual form of any subproblem, be ause
it is derived by the system. Examples are used to show how problem
onstraints an be modelled in an unde omposed form. The programmer
need only spe ify whi h variables belong to whi h subproblems, and the
Benders De omposition is extra ted automati ally. A lass of minimal
perturbation problems is used to illustrate how di erent kinds of algorithms an be used for the di erent subproblems. The implementation is
tested on a set of minimal perturbation ben hmarks, and the results are
analysed.

Abstra t.

1
1.1

Introdu tion
Forms of Hybridisation

In re ent years, resear h on ombinatorial problem solving has begun to
address real world problems whi h arise in industry and ommer e [1{
3℄. These problems are often large s ale, omplex, optimisation (LSCO)
problems and are best addressed by de omposing them into multiple
subproblems. The optimal solutions of the di erent subproblems are invariably in ompatible with ea h other, so resear hers are now exploring
ways of solving the subproblems in a way that ensures the solutions are
ompatible with ea h another - i.e. globally onsistent. This resear h
topi belongs to the area of \hybrid algorithms" [4, 5℄, but more spe ifi ally it addresses ways of making di erent solvers ooperate with ea h
other. Following [6℄ we shall talk about \forms of hybridisation".
An early form of hybridisation is the ommuni ation between global onstraints in onstraint programming, via the nite domains of the shared
variables. Di erent subproblems are handled by di erent global onstraints (for example a s heduling subproblem by a umulative onstraint
and a TSP subproblem by a y le onstraint [7℄), and they a t independently on the di erent subproblems yielding domain redu tions. This is

a lean and sound hybridisation form be ause a domain redu tion whi h
is orre t for a subproblem is ne essarily orre t for any larger problem
in whi h the subproblem is ontained.
1.2

Hybridisation Forms for Linear Programming

LSCO problems involve a ost fun tion, and for performan e reasons it is important to nd
solutions qui kly that are not only feasible but also of low ost. Usually
these ost fun tions are linear, or an be approximated by a linear or
pie ewise linear fun tion. Linear programming o ers eÆ ient onstraint
solvers whi h an qui kly return optimal solutions to problems whose ost
fun tion and onstraints an be expressed using only linear expressions.
Consequently most industrial LSCO problems involve one or more linear
subproblems whi h are addressed using linear programming as available
in ommer ial produ ts su h as XPRESS [8℄ and CPLEX [9℄.
Whilst global onstraints lassi ally return information ex luding ertain
assignments from any possible solution, linear solvers lassi ally return
just a single optimal solution. In ontrast with global onstraints, the
information returned by a linear solver for a subproblem does not ne essarily remain true for any larger problem in whi h it is embedded. Thus
linear solvers annot easily be hybridised in the same way as global onstraints.
Nevertheless several hybridisation forms have been developed for linear
solvers, based on the on ept of a \master" problem, for whi h the optimal solution is found, and other subproblems whi h intera t with the
master problem. In the simplest ase this intera tion is as follows. The
subproblem examines the last optimal solution produ ed for the master
problem, and determines whether this solution violates any of the onstraints of the subproblem. If so the subproblem returns to the master
problem one or more alternative linear onstraints whi h ould be added
to the master problem to prevent this violation o urring again. One
of these onstraints is added to the master problem and a new optimal
solution is found. To prove global optimality ea h of the alternatives are
added to the master problem on di erent bran hes of a sear h tree. These
alternatives should over all possible ways of xing the violation.
A generalisation of this form of hybridisation is \row generation" [10℄,
where a new set of onstraints (\rows") are added to the master problem
at ea h node of the sear h tree. Unimodular probing [11℄ is an integration
of a form of row generation into onstraint programming.

Master Problems and other Subproblems

Column Generation Another form of hybridisation for linear programming is olumn generation [12℄. In this ase the master problem is
to nd the optimal ombination of \pie es" where ea h pie e is itself a
solution of another subproblem. A typi al appli ation of olumn generation is to rew s heduling: the assignment of rew to a bus or ight
s hedule over a day or a month. There are omplex onstraints on the
sequen e of a tivities that an be undertaken by a single rew, and these
onstraints are handled in a subproblem whose solutions are omplete

tours whi h an be overed by a single rew over the time period. The
master problem is the optimal ombination of su h tours. The master
problem onstraints enfor e that ea h s heduled bus trip or ight must
belong to one tour. Ea h tour is represented in the master problem by a
variable, whi h orresponds to a olumn in the matrix representing the
problem.
In the general ase, ea h all to another subproblem returns a solution
whi h has the potential to improve on the urrent optimum for the master
problem. Ea h all to a subproblem adds a olumn to the master problem,
and hen e the name \ olumn generation".
A number of appli ations of olumn generation have been reported in
whi h the subproblem is solved by onstraint programming [13, 14℄. A
olumn generation library has been implemented in the ECLiPSe onstraint logi programming system, whi h allows both subproblem, ommuni ation of solutions and sear h to be spe i ed and ontrolled from
the onstraint program.
While olumn generation utilises the dual values returned from onvex
solvers to form the optimisation fun tion of a subproblem, a losely related te hnique exploits them to approximate subproblem onstraints
within the optimisation fun tion of the master problem. This te hnique
is known as Lagrangian relaxation and has been used for hybridising onstraint programming and onvex optimisation by Sellmann and Fahle [15℄
and Benoist et. al. [16℄ in[17℄.
Besides optimal solutions, linear solvers
an return several kinds of information about the solution. Redu ed osts
are the hanges in the ost whi h would result from hanges in the values
of spe i variables. These are, in fa t, underestimates so if the redu ed
ost is \-10" the a tual in rease in ost will be greater than or equal to
10. In ase the variable has nite domain, these redu ed osts an be used
to prune values from the domain in the usual style of a global onstraint.
(A value is pruned from the domain if the asso iated redu ed ost is so
bad it would produ e a solution worse than the urrent optimum). In
this way linear programming an be hybridised with other solvers in the
usual manner of onstraint programming. Indeed the te hnique has been
used very su essfully [18℄.
Other Hybridisation Forms

1.3

Benders De omposition

Benders De omposition is a hybridisation form based on the master problem/subproblem relationship. It makes use of an important and elegant
aspe t of mathemati al programming, the dual problem [19℄. Benders
De omposition is appli able when some of the onstraints and part of
the optimisation fun tion exhibit duality. The master problem need not
use mathemati al programming at all. The subproblems return information whi h an be extra ted by solving the dual. The new onstraints
that are added to the master problem are extra ted from the dual values
of the subproblems.

We have implemented Benders De omposition in ECLiPSe and used it
to ta kle several ommer ial appli ations in transportation and tele ommuni ations. The te hnique has proved very su essful and has outperformed all other hybridisation forms in these appli ations.
For the purposes of this paper we have also used Benders De omposition
to ta kle a set of ben hmarks originally designed to test another hybridisation form, Unimodular Probing [11℄. Whilst our results on these
ben hmarks have not been so striking as the appli ations mentioned
above, they ni ely illustrate the use of Benders De omposition and the
ombination of linear programming with a simple propagation algorithm
for the master problem. From these ben hmarks we also make some observations about the kinds of problems and de ompositions that are most
suited to the hybrid form of Benders De omposition.
1.4

Contents

In the following se tion we introdu e Benders De omposition, explain
and justify it, and present the generi Benders De omposition algorithm.
In se tion 3 we show how it is embedded in onstraint programming. We
des ribe the user interfa e, and how one models a problem to use Benders
De omposition in ECLiPSe. We also des ribe how it is implemented in
ECLiPSe. In se tion 4 we present the appli ation of Benders De omposition to a \minimal perturbation" problem, its de nition, explanation
and results on a set of ben hmarks. Se tion 5 on ludes and dis usses
the next appli ation, further work on modeling and integration, and open
issues.

2

Benders De omposition

Benders de omposition is a ut or row generation te hnique for the solution of spe ially stru tured mixed integer linear programs that was
introdu ed in the OR literature in [20℄. Given a problem P over a set of
variables V , if a subset X of the variables an be identi ed for whi h xing their values results in one
S or more dis onne ted SubProblems (SPi )
over the variable sets Yi : i Yi = V X whi h are easily soluble |
normally due to some stru tural property of the resulting onstraints |
it may be bene ial to solve the problem by a two stage iterative pro edure.
At ea h iteration k a Relaxed Master Problem (RMPk ) in the ompli ating or onne ting variables X is rst solved and the solution assignment
X = X k used to onstru t the subproblems SPki ; these subproblems are
then solved and the solutions used to tighten the relaxation of the master
problem by introdu ing Benders Cuts, ik (X ).
The subproblems optimise over redu ed dimensionality subspa es DYki
of the original problem solution spa e obtained by xing the variables
X = X k , while the master problem optimises over the optimal solutions
of these subspa es augmented by X k guided by the uts generated.
In lassi al Benders De omposition both the master and subproblems

are linear and are solved by MILP algorithms, while the uts are derived from Duality theory. In general however, we are free to use any
appropriate solution methods for master and subproblems | all that is
required is an assignment of the master problem variables X = X k to
onstru t onvex subproblems, and a pro edure for generating valid uts
from subproblem solutions. The most naive su h s heme would merely
result in the master problem enumerating all assignments of X , while
more informative uts an result in substantial pruning of the master
problem sear h spa e.
2.1

Classi al Benders De omposition

Consider the linear program P given by:
I
X
T
Ty
P : min f x +
i i
i=1
subje t to Gi x + Ai yi  bi
x 2 DX
yi

0
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When x is xed to some value xk we have linear programs in yi whi h
may be spe ially stru tured or easy to solve, prompting us to partition
the problem as follows:
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where the inner optimizations have been dualised. Given that Ui = fui :
ui Ai  i ; ui  0g is non-empty for ea h i either there is an extreme
point optimal solution to ea h inner optimization or it is unbounded
along an extreme ray; letting u1i ; : : : ; uti and d1i ; : : : ; dsi be respe tively
the extreme points and dire tions of Ui we an rewrite (2) as the mixed
integer Master Problem MP:
I
X
T
MP : min z = f x +
i
i
=1
(3)
subje t to i  uki (bi Gi x) 8i 8k
l
0  di (bi Gi x)
8i 8l
x 2 DX
i
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Sin e there will typi ally be very many extreme points and dire tions
of ea h Ui and thus onstraints in (3) we solve relaxed master problems
ontaining a subset of the onstraints. If for some relaxed master problem
k
k k
RMP the optimal relaxed solution (z ; x ) satis es all the onstraints
k
k
k
k
of (3), then (z ; x ; y1 ; : : : ; yI ) is an optimal solution of (1); otherwise

there exists some onstraint or Benders Cut in (3) whi h is violated for
= xk whi h we add to RMPk to form RMPk+1 and iterate.
To determine su h a ut or prove optimality we obtain the optimal solution ( ik ; uki ) of the Subproblems SPki formed by xing x = xk in (2):
k
k
k
SPi : max i = ui (bi
Gi x )
(4)
subje t to ui Ai  i
x

ui

0

If any subproblem SPki has an unbounded optimal solution for some xk
then the primal of the subproblem is infeasible for xk ; if any subproblem
k
k
SPi is infeasible for some x then it is infeasible (and the primal of
the subproblem is infeasible or unbounded) for any x sin e the (empty)
feasible region Ui is independent of x. In either ase we pro eed by onsidering the Homogeneous Dual of the primal of the subproblem:
max ui (bi
subje t to

k

Gi x

)

0
ui  0

ui A i

(5)

This problem is always feasible (ui = 0 is a solution), having an unbounded optimum pre isely when the primal is infeasible and a nite
optimal solution when the primal is feasible. In the unbounded ase we
an obtain a ut
k
ui (bi
Gi x)  0
orresponding to an extreme dire tion of Ui = fui : ui Ai  0; ui  0g.
The omplete Benders de omposition algorithm pro eeds as follows:
0

The Benders De omposition Algorithm
1. Initialisation step: From the original linear program P (1) onstru t
the relaxed master problem RMP0 (3) with the initial onstraint set
x 2 DX and set k = 0.
2. Iterative step: From the urrent relaxed master problem RMPk with
optimal solution (z k ; xk ) onstru t RMPk+1 with optimal solution
(z k+1 ; xk+1 ): x x = xk in P, and solve the resulting subproblems
k
SPi (4); there are three ases to onsider:
(a) SPki is primal unbounded for some i | halt with the original
problem having unbounded solution.
(b) yik ; uki are respe tively primal and dual optimal solutions of subproblem SPki with obje tive values ik for ea h i | there are
two P
ases to onsider:
i. Ii=1 ik = z k halt with (z k ; xk ; y1k ; : : : ; yIk ) as the optimal
solution
to the original problem.
P
ii. Ii=1 ik > z k add the Benders Cuts i  uki (bi Gi x) to
k
k+1
RMP to form the new relaxed master problem RMP
set k = k + 1 and return to (2).
( ) SPki is dual unbounded or both primal and dual infeasible for
some i | nd an extreme dire tion dki of the homogeneous dual
leading to unboundedness; add the ut dki (bi Gi x)  0 to
k
k+1 set
RMP to form the new relaxed master problem RMP
k = k + 1 and return to (2).

Algorithm 1

2.2

Hybrid Benders De omposition

The lassi al linear Benders De omposition an be generalised to over
problems in whi h the onstraints and obje tive fun tion are nonlinear,
using any appropriate solution method for RMPk and SPki | we require only a pro edure for generating valid lower bounds ik (x) from the
solutions of SPki . In its most general form we have the original problem:
P : min f (f1 (x; y1 ); : : : ; fI (x; yI ))
subje t to gi (x; yi )  bi
8i
(6)
x 2 DX
yi 2 DY
8i
whi h we de ompose into the master problem:
MP : min z = f (x; 1 : : : ; I )
subje t to i  ik (x) 8i 8k
(7)
0  il (x) 8i 8l
x 2 DX
and subproblems:
k
k
SPi : min fi (x ; yi )
(8)
subje t to gi (xk ; yi )  bi
y i 2 DY
In parti ular when we an identify one or more distin t sets of variables
in whi h the problem onstraints and obje tive fun tion are linear and a
ompli ating set of variables, it will be useful to de ompose the problem
into a nonlinear relaxed master problem and linear subproblems.

3 Embedding Benders De omposition in
Constraint Programming
In this se tion we dis uss the implementation of Benders De omposition
in ECLiPSe . In designing the stru ture of the implementation two important onsiderations were to maintain the exibility of the approa h
and to ensure ease of use for non-mathemati ians.
The exibility of hybrid Benders De omposition algorithms is due in
large part to the possibility of using arbitrary solution methods for master and subproblems; in order to allow appropriate solvers to be simply
slotted in to the framework it is essential to leanly separate the method
of solution of master and subproblems from the ommuni ation of solutions between them.
As many users of the solver may be unfamiliar with the intri a ies of
linear programming and duality theory, it is important to provide a
user interfa e that allows for problems to be modeled in a natural and
straightforward formulation. All onstraints are therefore input in their
original formulation | i.e. without having been de omposed and dualised and ontaining both master and subproblem variables. The sets
of variables o urring solely in the subproblems are spe i ed when the
optimisation is performed, and the original problem onstraints automati ally de omposed into master and subproblem onstraints and the
subproblems dualised.

3.1

ECLiPSe Implementation

The implementation of Benders De omposition in ECLiPSe uses the
same features of the language that are used to implement nite domain
and other onstraints. These are demons, variable attributes, waking
onditions, and priorities.
A demon is a pro edure whi h, on ompleting its pro essing, suspends
itself. It an be woken repeatedly, ea h time re-suspending on ompletion, until killed by an expli it ommand. Demons are typi ally used to
implement onstraint propagation. For Benders De omposition a demon
is used to implement the solver for the master problem, with separate
demons for ea h subproblem.
A variable attribute is used to hold information about a variable, su h
as its nite domain. Programmers an add further attributes, and for
Benders de omposition an attribute is used to hold a tentative value
for ea h of the variables in the master problem. Ea h time the master
problem is solved, the tentative values of all the variables are updated
to re ord the new solution.
When the waking onditions for a demon are satis ed, it wakes. For a
nite domain onstraint this is typi ally a redu tion in the domain of
any of the variables in the onstraint. For the subproblems in Benders
De omposition the waking ondition is a hange in the tentative values
of any variable linking the subproblem to the master problem. Thus
ea h time the master problem is solved any subproblem whose linking
variables now have a new value is woken, and solved again. The master
problem is woken whenever a new onstraint (in the form of a Benders
ut) is passed to the solver. Thus pro essing stops at some iteration either
if after solving the master problem no subproblems are woken, or if after
solving all the subproblems no new uts are produ ed.
Priorities are used in ECLiPSe to ensure that when several demons are
woken they are exe uted in order of priority. For nite domain propagation this is used to ensure that simple onstraints, su h as inequalities,
are handled before expensive global onstraints. By setting the subproblems at a higher priority than the master problem, it is ensured that all
the subproblems are solved and the resulting Benders uts are all added
to the master problem, before the master problem itself is solved again.
While it is possible to wake the master problem early with only some uts
added by setting lower priorities for subproblems, this proved ine e tive
in pra ti e.

4 Benders De omposition for S heduling
Problems
4.1

Minimal Perturbation in Dynami

S heduling with

Time Windows

The minimal perturbation dynami s heduling problem with time windows and side onstraints is a variant of the lassi s heduling problem
with time windows: given a urrent s hedule for a set of n possibly variable duration tasks with time windows on their start and end time points,

a set C of unary and binary side onstraints over these time points and a
redu ed number of resour es r we are required to produ e a new s hedule feasible to the existing time windows and onstraints and the new
resour e onstraint that is minimally di erent from the urrent s hedule.
The user enters these problems in a simple form that is automati ally
translated into a set of onstraints that an be passed to the bd library.
For the purposes of this paper, in the next se tion we give the full model
generated by the translator. The subsequent se tion reports how this
model is split into a master/subproblem form for Benders De omposition
4.2

The Constraints Modeling Minimal Perturbation

For ea h task Ti in the urrent s hedule with urrent start and end times
tsi ; tei respe tively there are:
Time point variables for the start and end of the task si , ei and task
duration

onstraints

(si ; ei ) 2 Li
(9)
where Di = f(s; e) : e s  li , e s  ui , lsi  s  usi , lei  e  uei g
and lsi ; usi ; lei ; uei ; li ; ui are derived from the time windows of the
task start and end points and any onstraints on these time points
in C .
Perturbation ost variables si , ei and perturbation ost onstraints

(10)
( si ; si ; ei ; ei ) 2 Pi
where Pi = f( s ; s; e ; e) : s  s tsi , s  tsi s, e  e tei ,
e  tei eg so that si  jsi tsi j; ei  jei tei j
For ea h pair of tasks Ti ; Tj there are:
Binary non-overlap variables Pre ij ; Post ij for ea h task Tj 6= Ti
whi h take the value 1 i task i starts before the start of task j
and after the end of task j respe tively, so that we have


Pre ij =

and the distan
by
si
si
si
si



1 if si < sj
0 if si  sj

Post ij =

1 if si  ej
0 if si < ej

es between the time points si and sj ; ej are bounded







sj
sj
ej
ej

lsi usj Preij

lsj usi  1 Pre ij + usi lsj
uej lsi Post
 ij + lsi uej
usi lej + 1 Post ij 1

The resour e feasibility

onstraint

laps with at most r other tasks
X

j =i
6

(11)

that the start time point si over-

(Pre ij + Post ij )  n

r 1

(12)

onstraints between si ; ei and all other time
points. Sin e for ea h task Tj 6= Ti we have the distan e bounds (11)
between si and Tj and between sj and Ti of whi h at most half an
be binding, we ombine them with the binary onstraints

Time point distan e

si  sj + bij
si  ej + blij

ej  si + buij
ei  ej + beij

appearing in the onstraint set C to give the distan e onstraints
(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; Bij ; Lij ; Uij ) 2 Dij
(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; Bij ; Lij ; Uij ; Pre ij ; Pre ji ; Post ij ) 2 Oij

(13)

where
Dij = f(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; B; L; U ) :
si sj  B; si ej  L; si + ej  U; ei ej  beij
Oij = f(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; B; L; U; Pre ij ; Pre ji ; Post ij ) :
B  bij ; L  blij ; U  buij ;


B  lsi usj Pre ij ; B  usj lsi + 1 Pre ji + lsi usj ;
L  uej lsi Post
 ij + lsi uej ;
U  lej usi 1 Post ij + 1
Valid ordering onstraints for ea h task Tj 6= Ti there are many additional onstraints that we may hoose to introdu e restri ting the
binary variables to represent a valid ordering. These onstraints are
not ne essary for the orre tness of the algorithm as invalid orderings
will be infeasible to the subproblem, but may improve its eÆ ien y
as fewer iterations will be needed.
The omplete MILP problem formulation is then
n
X
P : min
( si + ei )
i=1
subje t to
9
( si ; si ; ei ; ei ) 2 Pi
>
>
>
(si ; ei ) 2 Li 
=
(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; Bij ; Lij ; Uij ) 2 Dij
8i
8j 6= i >
>
(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; Bij ; Lij ; UijP; Pre ij ; Pre ji ; Post ij ) 2 Oij
>
;
j =i (Pre ij + Post ij )  n r 1
(14)
6

4.3

Benders De omposition Model for Minimal

Perturbation
Master Problem

MP : min z
subje t to

k (B; L; U)
l (B; L; U)
(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; Bij ; Lij ; UijP; Pre ij ; Pre ji ; Post ij )
j =i (Pre ij + Post ij )
6

8k
z
0
 8l
2 Oij 8j 6= i 8i
 n r 1

(15)

There is a single subproblem with primal formulation
n
X
k
LP : min
( si + ei )
i=1
subje t to
(16)
)
( si ; si ; ei ; ei ) 2 Pi
(si ; ei ) 2 Li
8i
(si ; ei ; sj ; ej ; Bij ; Lij ; Uij ) 2 Dij 8j 6= i

Subproblem

The Benders De omposition library in ECLiPSe automati ally extra ts
a dual formulation of the subproblem. For the urrent subproblem LPk ,
the dual has the form:
!
n
X
X

k
Bij wBij + Lij wLij + Uij wUij
SP : max
i+
j
=
i
i=1

P
9
subje t to
>
j =i wBij + wLij wUij wBji
>
>
>
+ wtsi wli + wui + wlsi wusi  0
>
>
>
6

6



P



j =i wbeij wLji wUji wbeji
+ wtei + wli wui + wlei wuei
wtsi ; wtei
wtsi ; wtei
wli ; wui ; wlsi ; wusi ; wlei ; wuei
wBij ; wLij ; wUij ; wbeij
6

where

>
>
>
>
>
=

8i
0
>
>
>
 1
>
>
>
>
1
>
>
>
>
0
>
 0 8j 6= i ;

(17)

P

i = tsi wtsi + tei wtei + li wli + ui wui + j =i beij wbeij +
lsi wlsi usi wusi + lei wlei uei wuei
Solutions to SPk produ e uts of the form z  k (B; L; U) whi h ex lude
orderings with worse ost from further relaxed master problems when
the subproblem is feasible, or k (B; L; U)  0 whi h ex lude orderings
infeasible to the start windows and durations of the tasks when the
subproblem is infeasible, where
!
I
X
X

k (B; L; U) =
k+
wBk ij Bij + wLk ij Lij + wUk ij Uij
i
i=1
j =i
All oeÆ ients wk and onstants ki in the uts are integral sin e the
subproblems are totally unimodular.
6

6

4.4

Results and Dis ussion

We ran this model on 100 minimal perturbation problem
instan es. The number of variables in the problem model was around 900,
and there were some 1400 onstraints in the master problem and around
20 in the subproblem. Most problems were solved within 10 iterations

Summary

between master and subproblem, though a few not hed up hundreds of
iterations.
The time and number of iterations for ea h problem are given in Table 1.
The bulk of the time was spent in the nite domain sear h used to solve
the master problem. Typi ally, for the feasible instan es, the optimal
solution was found early in the sear h, and mu h time was wasted in
generating further solutions to the master problem whi h were not better
in the ontext of the full problem.
Corre t and optimal solutions to all the problems were returned, but
the performan e was an order of magnitude slower than the spe ially
designed algorithm presented in [11℄.
Minimal perturbation an be de omposed into a master and
subproblem for the Benders De omposition approa h, but the size of
the problems is very disparate. The behaviour of the algorithm on the
ben hmark problem re e t the number of onstraints - the subproblems
are trivial and almost all the time is spent in the master problem. The
imbalan e is probably an indi ation that this algorithm is better suited
to problems with larger or more omplex subproblems.
Nevertheless it is not always the number of onstraints that make a problem hard, but the diÆ ulty of handling these onstraints. It may be that
the master problem onstraints, while numerous, are easy to handle if
the right algorithm is used.
Currently the algorithm used to solve the master problem is a two-phase
nite domain labelling routine. In the rst phase a single step lookahead
is used to instantiate binary variables that annot take one of their values. In the se ond step all the binary variables are labelled, hoosing rst
the variables at the bottlene k of the minimal perturbation s heduling
problem. This is not only a relatively naive sear h method, but it also
la ks any a tive handling of the optimisation fun tion. Linear programming does o er an a tive handling of the optimisation fun tion. Thus,
using a hybrid algorithm to ta kle the master problem within a larger
Benders De omposition hybridisation form, ould be very e e tive on
these minimal perturbation problems.
Benders De omposition has proven to be a very eÆ ient and s alable
approa h in ase the problem breaks down into a master problem and
multiple subproblems. The minimal perturbation problems ben hmarked
in this paper involve a single kind of resour e. These problems do not
have an apparent de omposition with multiple subproblems. This is a
se ond reason why our ben hmark results do not ompete with the best
urrent approa h, on this lass of problems. Minimal perturbation problems involving di erent kinds of resour es might, by ontrast, prove to
be very amenable to the Benders De omposition form of hybridisation.
Analysis

5

Con lusion

This paper has investigated hybridisation forms for problems that admit
a de omposition. A variety of hybridisation forms an be used in ase

Problem Iterations Time Problem Iterations Time Problem Iterations Time
1
11
4.92
35
4
1.09
69
26
39.48
2
12
3.16
36
20
7.06
70
13
4.86
3
10
2.40
37
22
20.91
71
>200
4
15
11.30
38
36
67.48
72
>200
5
16
7.93
39
59
184.57
73
>200
6
58
109.22
40
13
5.66
74
26
18.72
7
25
19.82
41
28
27.05
75
91
154.00
8
10
3.27
42
9
5.86
76
12
3.49
9
32
16.25
43
39
21.02
77
54
111.17
10
107 151.01
44
25
9.43
78
35
37.52
11
>200
45
11
5.20
79
44
38.00
12
>200
46
>200
80
10
3.56
13
44
96.77
47
5
1.37
81
28
12.69
14
29
18.30
48
51
51.75
82
8
2.01
15
70
83.87
49
9
2.06
83
16
14.52
16
20
30.96
50
18
8.80
84
32
22.24
17
23
11.65
51
30
19.44
85
20
4.94
18
18
15.16
52
43
119.66
86
>200
19
14
4.94
53
28
26.10
87
18
9.56
20
21
8.17
54
33
17.32
88
12
4.72
21
19
5.01
55
14
6.01
89
7
2.26
22
60
180.47
56
14
9.95
90
43
42.51
23
20
8.46
57
45
100.94
91
8
2.12
24
39
82.93
58
4
0.88
92
54
111.5
25
13
2.74
59
8
2.45
93
>200
26
3
0.71
60
>200
94
25
8.08
27
10
7.14
61
19
9.41
95
8
2.99
28
22
12.23
62
24
11.48
96
22
10.97
29
27
13.24
63
>200
97
5
1.59
30
>200
64
46
95.07
98
6
2.37
31
42
36.69
65
30
18.62
99
15
4.82
32
15
4.48
66
14
5.57
100
19
47.61
33
15
8.77
67
10
3.10
34
20
23.70
68
62
132.87
Table 1. Number of iterations and total solution time for Benders De omposition on
RFP ben hmark data

one or more subproblems are handled by linear programming. We aim to
make them all available in the ECLiPSe language in a way that allows
users to experiment easily with the di erent alternatives so as to qui kly
nd the best hybrid algorithm for the problem at hand.
Benders De omposition is a te hnique that has not, to date, been applied
to many real problems within the CP ommunity. Publi ations on this
te hnique have des ribed a few pedagogi al examples and \a ademi "
problem lasses su h as satis ability [20, 21℄. This paper presents the rst
appli ation of Benders De omposition to a set of minimal perturbation
problems whi h have immediate appli ation in the real world. Indeed the
ben hmarks were based on an industrial appli ation to airline s heduling.
The signi an e of Benders De omposition in omparison with other
master/subproblem forms of hybridisation (su h as row and olumn generation) is that it takes advantage of linear duality theory. The Benders
De omposition library in ECLiPSe harnesses the power of the dual problem for onstraint programmers who may not nd the formulation and
appli ation of the linear dual either easy or natural.
Moreover the implementation of Benders De omposition in ECLiPSe has
been proven both eÆ ient and s alable. Indeed its results on the minimal
perturbation ben hmark problems ompare reasonably well even against
an algorithm spe ially developed for problems of this lass. However the
Benders De omposition for minimal perturbation problems omprises a
master problem and a single trivial subproblem. Our experien e with
this te hnique has shown that this hybridisation form is more suitable
to appli ations where the de omposition introdu es many or omplex
subproblems.
This paper was initially motivated by a network appli ation where Benders De omposition has proven to be the best hybridisation form after
onsiderable experimentation with other algorithms. We plan to report
on the appli ation of this te hnique to a problem brought to us by an
industrial partner in a forth oming paper.
There remains further work to support ne ontrol over the iteration
between the master and subproblems in Benders De omposition. The
importan e of su h ne ontrol has been learly eviden ed from our
ECLiPSe implementation of another hybridisation form - olumn generation - applied to mixed integer problems. In parti ular we will seek to
implement early stopping, and more ontrol over the number of Benders
uts returned at an iteration.
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